
 

１ A Different Path
Jason rode his bicycle everywhere.  He rode through the park to his job every 
morning and after work he rode back along the river.  On the weekends he 
would ride his bicycle into the downtown shopping area to meet his friends.  If 
it was raining, cold, or really hot, Jason would ride his bicycle anyway.

On a sunny Saturday morning Jason met his friends next 
to a large downtown department store.  Jason’s friends all drove motorcycles 
and when Jason arrived, they were parking their bikes next to the store.  Jason 
locked his bicycle to a green metal post.  Soon they were all ordering breakfast 
across the street at an outdoor café.

“Why don’t you get a motorcycle, Jason?” One of the 
friends asked.  “They are faster and more exciting,” his friend continued.

“I do not like motorcycles,” Jason replied with a smile.
“But all of us have motorcycles except for you. Perhaps 

you are afraid of riding something that is so fast!” Another friend said with a 
laugh.

Jason was silent for a moment and then said, 
“Motorcycles do not always get us some places faster.”

At first his friends laughed at his remark and then they 
decided to challenge Jason to a race.  After breakfast they told Jason to 
choose the final destination that they would race to.  Jason chose a place near 
the river on the other side of town.  Then Jason said, “Go!”  They sped away.

The river was a little far, but Jason knew many shortcuts.  
He rode through the city’s park while his friends rode around it in heavy 
weekend traffic.  Then Jason rode along the river while his friends had to use 
the busy streets that were jammed with sight-seeing tour-buses.  For the last 
part of the race Jason and his friends could not use a bicycle or a motorcycle.  
There were too many stones and rocks alongside the river and so they would 
have to finish the race by running.  All of them began running at about the 
same time, but of course Jason was much faster than his friends.  From cycling 
every day he had developed very strong, muscular legs and won the race by 
almost half a minute.  When everybody reached the finishing place, Jason 
smiled and once again said, “Motorcycles do not always get us some places 
faster.” 

２ A Trip to the City
Estevan had always lived in the country and always wanted to live there, too. 
He was a farmer. He grew corn and wheat. He had three cows, two pigs, one 
goat, and seventeen chickens – eighteen, if you counted the one that he had 
for dinner the night before his trip. And during dinner that night was when he 
told his wife that he would be going into the city the next day to do some 
business.

“But you hate the city, dear,” his wife said.
“That’s right, Sara, I do, but there’s business that needs 

taking care of. I’ve got to go.”
He didn’t have any problems getting a ticket for the train at the ticket window. 
“One ticket to the city,” was all he said to the man behind the window who 
within a moment slid a blue train ticket along the counter and under the 
window. “Thanks,” he said, and got on the train.

The rest of the day would not be that easy. Trains were 
not a problem for Estevan, but the subway was something that this man from 
the country knew nothing about.

Estevan found himself in the middle of the city at a 
subway station. He was looking at the ticket machine and wondering where 
the ticket man was. Was he behind all those buttons? Estevan stroked his 
beard and wondered what he would do. Everyone was getting their tickets 
and hustling throughout the station so quickly. Estevan felt uncomfortable. He 
also felt a little embarrassed standing in front of the ticket machines, not 
knowing how to get a ticket out from them.

“Excuse me, would you like some help?”
A lady seemed to suddenly appear next to Estevan. She 

was smiling and seemed quite relaxed compared with all the other people 
who were rushing around to and from their trains.

Even though Estevan was a little bit shy, he didn’t mind 
telling the stranger, whose name was Ella, that he needed help. And she did 
help him. She helped him with the patience and consideration of an expert 
teacher. Estevan was so pleased with Ella’s help that he decided he didn’t 
mind the city as much as he had previously thought. In fact, he was so grateful 
to Ella that he sent her a big bag of fresh corn two weeks after she had helped 
him. 

３ An Oak Tree
Chai and Maria were planning to have their small Spring wedding in the 
beautiful backyard behind their house. They had two brightly flowered 
gardens in the yard, and a freshly painted white picket fence that circled the 
deep green lawn. Also a big oak tree stood in the middle of the yard. In front 
of the tree was where they had planned to stand during the wedding 
ceremony. 
On the day before the ceremony, Chai was checking to see if everything was 
perfect in the backyard. The next morning he and Maria would marry. There 
would be no time before the wedding to make sure the backyard was just 
right. He walked around the backyard like a careful detective inspecting every 
part of the lawn and the gardens. Chai didn’t find anything in the grass or 
flower beds; there were no shreds of litter or fallen twigs to dispose of. But at 
the end of his search he did look up at the great oak tree and noticed a plastic 
bag which was caught on one of the high branches and swaying in the warm 
breeze.
“What shall I do?” he asked himself. “That bag up there must not be there in 
the morning!”
Chai was determined to remove the white and orange bag from the oak tree. 
First he took the garden hose from the shed and tied an empty – but heavy –
gas can to one end of it. He held onto the hose and began spinning the can in 
the air above his head. Then he launched the can and hose into the tree, 
trying to catch the branch, not unlike a fisherman trying to catch a fish. But 
Chai lost his grip on the hose and in a moment both hose and can were stuck 
in the tree with the bag.
Chai shook his head, but he was still determined.
Next he used a basketball to try and hit the hose, can, or bag out of the tree. –
That too got stuck between two big branches. The next thing to get stuck was 
a rake, and then an old shoe. Then a lawn chair, an ice-skate, a pail, a hoe, a 
sprinkler, a garbage can lid, a bicycle wheel… Half the things in Chai and 
Maria’s shed were hanging all over that big oak tree in their backyard.
When Maria came outside from the house to see what Chai was doing, both 
of them stood next to each other without saying a word. They both looked up 
at the oak tree in amazement. Then the white and orange bag became 
uncaught and blew out of their tree and yard. And then, together, they began 
to laugh. They laughed like they had never laughed before. And why wouldn’t 
they laugh? –They were in love and would be married the next morning under 
a strange, but beautifully and colourfully decorated tree!

４ Big Foot's Back -A Costumed Boy-

It started off as a prank. Rod and Carl had no idea that their trick 

would go as far as it did.

It was Carl’s idea. His father had studied gorillas in the 

central parts of Africa during the 1970s. Some of his fellow scientists 

had given him a big gorilla costume to wear as a joke when he 

returned home from Africa. He wore it, and when his family picked 

him up at the airport they all laughed, saying: ‘look – he’s been there 

so long, he’s turned into a gorilla!’

Carl and Rod looked at the costume that was sitting on a 

chair in Carl’s father’s office. ‘Let’s put it on,’ Carl said. ‘Let’s put it 

on and go to the mountains. People will think it’s Big Foot!’

Rod was a foot taller than Carl and so it was decided that 

he should wear the costume. When they reached the mountains by 

bus that afternoon, Rod hid behind some bushes and put on the big, 

black furry costume. When Carl saw him dressed up, he was 

surprised to see that his friend really looked like a gorilla.

The boys lived in a small town in western Alberta. There 

were not so many tourists near their hometown so it took a while for 

the boys to find someone to frighten.

The first people they saw were a family of four that were 

hiking in the woods on the path up the mountain. Rod, who had 

been hiding behind a tree, popped out in front of them when they 

passed by. He grunted like a gorilla and then ran into the woods 

pretending to be scared off by the humans.

Carl was watching this happen from up in a tree, and 

when the family saw his costumed friend, they all screamed and 

quickly ran back the other way, down the path. He laughed loudly.

They played this prank on several other people that 

afternoon, and one tourist, while running away in a panic, managed 

to turn around and shoot a picture of Rod in his costume. It was this 

picture that appeared in the newspaper the next morning. And the 

morning after that it appeared in newspapers all over the world!

The next day’s headline read: Big Foot – Back Again?

The boys read the story, looked at the picture, and smiled, 

knowing they had become famous over night.

   



 

  



 



 



 

 



 

1. Roger and the Cave 

 

Roger was shorter            

than all the other boys          

in his class.               

Sometimes  

the other boys said,      

"You are very little,  

Roger, "     

and "you can't play with us       

because you will get hurt."      

Roger did not like  

being smaller      

than the other children.         

He thought that             

he would never have  

any friends    

because he was different.        

 



 

One day,                

Roger's class  

took a school trip      

to the mountains.            

Roger liked hiking,            

but his short legs  

made him slower    

than his classmates.          

The other boys  

would walk so fast     

that Roger would fall far  

behind them.  

 

The woods were foggy  

that day      

and one of the big boys fell        

because he could not see         

where he was going.          

Boom!                 



 

As he hit the ground,           

he dropped his backpack.       

It rolled into a small,  

dark cave.    

When Roger finally made it       

to the group of students,       

they were all trying          

to get the backpack          

out of the cave.            

Roger knew that            

only he could fit  

into the cave.     

He walked past  

the group of boys,   

into the cave,             

and then  

everything was quiet.     

No one could see  

or hear Roger.    



 

After many silent minutes        

the backpack popped out  

of the cave  

and onto the ground.         

Then Roger came out  

of the dark hole.  

 

"Roger is brave,"         

said one of the boys.           

After that day,              

Roger always had friends.       

 

 

 

  



 

2. Easy Love Hard Love 

 

Heather and Jody  

were sister and brother.  

They lived with their parents  

in a small house  

in a town  

called Queenston.  

One year  

Heather together with Jody’s father  

bought a dog  

for the family.  

It was a golden labrador  

and she was a beautiful dog.  

Heather and Jody  

agreed on the name Sasha  

and very soon  

the dog became  

a part of the family. 



 

“Would you like a piece of cheese?”  

Asked Jody  

in a whisper.  

Sasha’s ears perked up.  

She had been sleeping  

near the kitchen  

until Jody mentioned the word  

‘cheese.’  

He sliced  

a thick piece of mozzarella  

and tossed it  

to the dog.  

She caught it  

with a snatch of the jaw  

and then waited eagerly  

for some more.  

Jody cut a piece  

for himself  

and then  



 

one more for the dog.  

Then Jody went back  

to his room. 

 

 

“Would you like a piece of cheese?” 

Asked Heather  

in a whisper.  

She had just finished  

reading a book  

that her friend had lent her  

and now  

she was searching the fridge  

for a snack.  

When she found  

the bar of cheddar  

she unwrapped it  

and cut six pieces.  

She ate two  



 

and threw the other four pieces,  

one at a time,  

to Sasha.  

The dog happily caught  

all four of them  

in her mouth.  

Then Heather went to sleep. 

 

 

Sasha was a very good dog.  

Sasha was so good  

that she was rewarded  

several times  

each day  

with slices of cheese  

– Sasha’s favorite food.  

Sasha was such a good dog  

that she became very fat  

with all her rewards of cheese.  



 

The veterinarian  

was not happy  

with Sasha  

at all. 

 

“You kids must realize,  

this dog is not healthy,”  

said the doctor.  

“She must be put on  

a diet  

or she will live  

a very short life.  

Remember,  

even though  

Sasha loves you  

when you give her snacks,  

if you love her,  

you will help her  

become healthy again.” 



 

 

The children  

nodded at the doctor  

and then  

took Sasha back home.  

Jody and Heather  

were afraid of  

what would happen to Sasha  

if she got fatter.  

They were afraid of  

what the doctor had said.  

And after they got home  

they soon decided  

to take Sasha  

for a long walk  

on the hiking hills  

near their home.  

They would do this regularly  

for the months  



 

that followed their trip  

to the veterinarian  

and gradually Sasha would become  

thin and healthy again. 

Sasha missed  

her daily pieces of cheese  

and often waited  

by the kitchen door  

for rewards.  

But after a while  

she realized that  

there would not be anymore snacks.  

But that didn’t matter so much  

to Sasha.  

She liked her long walks  

and spending time  

with her family.  

It was what made her happiest.    

 



 

3. Greed and Generosity 

 

When Lisa went shopping  

with her mother  

she would always hear  

the same expression…   

“Money doesn’t grow on trees.” 

Lisa was  

an eleven-year-old girl  

who wanted  

a new pair of shoes, 

a bicycle,  

a sweater,  

a computer,  

a back-pack, 

a skirt  

and around a hundred  

other things  

that are important  



 

to eleven-year-old girls.   

“Why mom?”   

She would ask.   

“Why can’t I have  

this CD?”   

And her mother would then  

shake her head  

and say:  

“Because  

money doesn’t grow on trees.” 

 

One day,  

in early spring,  

Lisa passed by  

a big tree  

with her dog.   

She stopped  

to look up  

at it  



 

and said,  

“If it were  

a money tree.”   

 

By then  

almost all  

of the leaves  

were fully grown  

and the shape changed  

into rectangular.   

They were not leaves anymore.  

 All the leaves  

became bank notes.   

She wanted to keep  

all the money  

for herself.   

Now  

she had two big bags  

with her  



 

and was determined  

to climb the tree  

and pluck off  

all the money  

from its branches.  

And so she did.   

The tree looked bare,  

as though  

it were the middle  

of winter.   

Its dark, 

naked branches looked sad  

in contrast to  

the lush green ones  

of other trees  

in the meadow. 

 

Lisa went home  

with her bags  



 

and dreams of buying  

everything she wanted. 

But  

her excitement  

did not last long.   

The following day  

she opened  

one of her bags  

and discovered that  

the money was  

beginning to rot.   

It smelled like grass  

in a compost pile  

– the money was dying. 

 

There was nothing that  

Lisa could do  

to save her fortune.   

She disposed of  



 

her rotting cash  

one morning  

and returned  

to the tree  

where she had found it.   

The tree looked weak  

without anything  

on its branches.   

“It is my fault  

you look like this,”  

she said,  

and then:  

“I promise that  

I will always  

take care of you.”   

It was the first day that  

Lisa had ever truly considered  

the dangers of greed  

and the value of generosity. 



 

4. Noises in the Attic 

 

Attics are interesting places.   

Often their purpose is  

to store furniture  

and other things  

that are almost never used.   

Old books,  

out-of-fashion lamps,  

large framed pictures,  

board games…   

All of these things  

can be found  

in many families’ attics.   

And because  

so many old and unused things  

belong in an attic  

they are not popular,  

everyday places to visit. 



 

Mat had only been  

in his family’s attic twice.   

Both times  

he found it dusty,  

dark,  

and a little spooky.   

One day  

he was walking  

by the attic door  

when he heard  

a scratching sound.   

The scratching was slow  

and it sounded like  

fingernails dragging  

against a black-board.   

Mat held his breath  

and felt frightened. 

“Dad!   

Dad!”  



 

he yelled,  

running downstairs  

to the den.   

“I heard  

some strange noises  

in the attic!” 

“Oh Mat  

– be careful!   

Maybe it is the Bogeyman  

– maybe he’s come to eat you!”   

His father laughed  

while he teased Mat. 

 

 

Because his father didn’t believe him,  

Mat felt a little angry  

and his fear of the attic  

changed into a desire  

to prove that  



 

the noises in the attic  

were real.   

He walked up to the door.   

He opened it.   

He heard the scratching noises  

now louder than before.   

“What could it be?”  

He wondered.   

“Ghosts?”   

“Vampires?”   

“The Bogeyman?!”   

At the moment  

that Mat took his first step  

into the attic  

a creature ran  

between his legs  

and down the stairs to where  

his father was reading  

and smoking his pipe.   



 

After a few seconds,  

while Mat’s heart raced,  

he heard his father yelling,  

“racoon!”  

again and again.   

Mat smiled  

when he heard  

his unbelieving father yelling.   

Mat felt good that  

he had shown his father  

that the noises in the attic  

were not simply  

a part of his imagination.   

Soon he went downstairs,  

opened the screen-door,  

and then  

let the animal outside. 

 

 



 

5. Love Aches 

 

“One more!”  

“One more!”  

“One more!”  

Nigel thought.  

“One more!”  

He told himself  

as he lifted the barbell  

up and down  

over his chest.  

“One more!”  

 

Nigel had not exercised  

for over two years.  

At a party  

on the previous weekend,  

Nigel had met a pretty girl  

whose name was Beverly.  



 

She had shown  

some interest in Nigel  

by inviting him  

to a barbecue party  

that she would host  

on the following weekend.  

The day  

Nigel joined the sports-club  

was Thursday.  

The party would be  

on Saturday.  

Feeling a strong desire  

to impress the beautiful Beverly,  

he decided  

to develop his muscles  

and get in shape.  

He had two days  

to do this.  

 



 

“One more!!!”  

He told himself  

as the barbell shook above him.  

Nigel had been working out  

for three and a half hours.  

He had used  

the exercise bike  

and the rowing machine.  

He had done sit-ups,  

push-ups,  

chin-ups,  

and had lifted  

all different sizes of barbells  

in various ways.  

And after a five-hour workout,  

Nigel could barely lift a towel  

after his shower. 

 

 



 

The next morning  

Nigel experienced something  

that had never happened to him  

before.  

His body had become  

as stiff as a board  

and all his muscles  

were sorer  

than they had ever been.  

When Nigel woke up  

he couldn’t move.  

Even if  

his muscles had the strength  

to get him out of bed  

it would have been too painful  

for him.  

 

Nigel stayed in bed  

for several hours  



 

that day  

until hunger finally forced him  

to get up.  

Slowly he made his way  

to the kitchen.  

He picked up an apple  

and began to chew.  

Even the muscles  

around his jaw  

ached.  

It was a bad day  

for Nigel.  

 

On the following day  

– the day of Beverly’s party –  

Nigel only felt  

a little bit better.  

He could walk,  

but only slowly.  



 

And his arms hung down  

at his sides oddly.  

He could barely touch his hips  

and so his arms hung down  

on an angle,  

together  

in the form of  

an upside-down ‘V’. 

 

Nigel arrived  

at the party  

at around 6:30.  

It took him  

a couple of minutes  

to get out of his car  

because of  

all his aches and pains.  

When Beverly saw him  

she looked at him quizzically.  



 

 

“Nigel.  

Are you all right?”  

She asked him  

with a touch of concern  

in her voice.  

 

Nigel’s face looked very serious.  

And after he explained to Beverly  

that he had joined  

a sports-club  

that week,  

he lowered his head.  

A moment of silence passed  

before Beverly broke out into laughter.  

Nigel looked up at her,  

at first uncertain  

about the sudden outburst  

and then relieved by it.  



 

When Beverly said,  

“you look so cute,”  

to Nigel,  

his face produced a big smile.  

For the rest of the evening  

Nigel felt  

a lot more comfortable.  

His initial attempt  

to impress Beverly  

had failed,  

but in it’s failure,  

Beverly had become impressed  

by him.  

Perhaps she knew that  

Nigel had done  

all that exercise  

because he liked her.  

Perhaps she liked him  

because of the comical way  



 

his arms stuck out  

from his sides.  

Whatever the reason was  

for her attraction  

to Nigel  

it only mattered a little to him  

when he saw the sparkle  

in her eyes.  

He asked Beverly  

to go out for dinner  

with him  

the following weekend.  

After all,  

it was his turn  

to invite her someplace.  

And she accepted the invitation  

with a tilt of the head  

and a subtle smile. 

 



 

6. One Weird Morning 

 

I awoke one morning  

and discovered that  

I had shrunk  

during the night.  

At some time  

I had become  

the height of an apple,  

the width of a leek,  

and the weight of  

a medium-sized carrot.  

I was tiny! 

 

There was a sheet  

over me.  

And because I was near  

the centre of my bed  

the sheet covered me entirely.  



 

I had to walk  

to the edge  

of the bed  

for fresh air  

and light.  

And this was no easy task!  

The mattress was soft  

and I fell twice.  

The pillow was  

like a giant marshmallow  

and climbing over it  

was extremely difficult.  

When I reached  

the side of the bed  

I looked around  

my vast room.  

All the furniture  

had become so huge  

to my little eyes. 



 

 

I slid down the bedpost.  

Then I began  

walking across the carpet.  

It felt like long grass  

against my legs.  

“What has happened to me?”  

I pondered  

while looking at  

a fallen hair.  

The hair looked  

as thick as a horse-whip.  

“I must become big again!  

I can’t live  

like this!”  

I was starting  

to panic.    

 

 



 

My heart began beating  

even faster  

when an enormous cockroach  

skittered past my knapsack  

towards the refrigerator.  

I hid  

behind the strap  

of the knapsack  

and waited for  

the cockroach to disappear.  

When I could no longer see  

the huge roach,  

I entered my kitchen. 

 

The table was so high  

and I stood under it.  

There was a crumb of bread  

by my side.  

It was so big.  



 

It looked like  

a torn piece of  

a baguette.  

I sat on it  

like a pillow  

and began to think about  

what had happened  

to me.  

Sometimes people say:  

“It was hard  

to get up this morning.”  

But that morning  

couldn’t be described  

by this sentence.  

Every thing was so big  

– so weird! 

 

 

 



 

Then I heard  

a beeping sound. 

 

Beep!  

Beep!  

Beep!  

– The noise continued.  

It got louder and louder.  

Finally I woke up.  

I was in my bed again!  

I was my usual size.  

I smiled  

when I remembered  

my dream.  

Then I got up  

and made some breakfast. 

 

 

 



 

7. Meana the Orangutan 

 

I had been in the jungle  

for two days.  

Our leader was  

from a small town  

in Sumatra, Indonesia.  

It was the same small town  

that we had slept  

in three nights before.  

He was leading us  

–two Germans,  

two Swedes,  

a Slovenian and I  

– through the rain-forest.  

We had hired him  

to take us  

on this trek,  

hoping to see  



 

some wildlife,  

especially  

the wild orang-utans. 

 

At half past two  

in the afternoon,  

Thomas, our guide,  

was hacking away  

at vines and branches  

with a machete.  

He had heard a noise  

in the trees  

and was now  

leading us towards it. 

 

When he stopped,  

he turned around  

and put his finger  

against his lips.  



 

“Shhhhh…”  

he whispered,  

and we all stopped  

and were quiet.  

He pointed up  

to the tree branches  

and we all saw  

with surprise  

four big,  

orange orang-utans.  

They were eating  

some kind of fruit  

and spitting the seeds  

on the ground  

around us. 

 

We stayed there  

for a little while,  

looking up  



 

at the big,  

furry creatures.  

Then  

we began to walk back  

towards the path.  

That’s when  

Thomas stopped again  

and this time  

we could all hear  

something moving  

in the trees  

above us. 

Thomas had warned us  

the night before of Meana.  

She was a “big,  

angry orang-utan,”  

Thomas had told us.  

“If you see her  

–run!”  



 

Was he joking?  

We all wondered.  

Or was he serious? 

 

When Meana came  

racing down the tree  

that afternoon  

we all knew that  

Thomas had been serious.  

“Run!”  

He shouted.  

And we did.  

But Thomas stayed  

at the foot of the tree  

to help protect us. 

 

 

The six of us  

ran and ran.  



 

I was so out of breath  

by the time  

I reached the path  

that I had to lie down  

on the ground  

because of a painful cramp  

in my side.  

The others soon  

were lying down,  

sitting,  

and standing around me.  

They looked afraid  

and uncertain.  

“What do we do?”  

Asked the German.  

“Where is Thomas?” 

 

When Thomas finally did appear  

from the forest  



 

he looked exhausted  

and was carrying  

an empty brown bag.  

When he finally spoke  

he said:  

“Meana is not just  

an angry orang-utan  

–she is  

a very hungry orang-utan too!”  

He smiled  

and shook his head.  

“We are safe,”  

he said,  

“but there will be no passion fruit  

for dinner tonight.”  

He waved  

the empty fruit bag  

with his hand  

and began to laugh. 



 

8. Marshmallows and Fireflies 

 

It was a warm summer night.   

Sandy and her friends were  

sitting around a camp fire.   

Sandy had a big jar  

of marshmallows.   

They put the marshmallows  

on sticks  

and toasted them  

over the fire.   

Then  

they ate them.   

Sandy ate many marshmallows.   

Green ones.   

Pink ones.   

Blue ones.   

Soon  

there weren’t any more marshmallows  



 

and the jar was empty.   

 

Sandy’s friend put down  

her marshmallow stick  

and looked at the nearby trees.   

“Look,” she said.   

Everyone looked.   

Between the branches and leaves,  

tiny little lights were glowing.   

Some lights would glow  

for a moment  

and then stop.   

Others would turn themselves  

on and off.   

Some would move  

from one branch to another. 

“What is happening  

in those trees?”  

Sandy asked.   



 

She was so surprised  

because she had never seen  

such lights before. 

“Those are fireflies,”  

her friend told her.   

“Sometimes  

they glow at night  

so that  

they can find their friends.” 

Sandy was very excited  

and she stood up  

with the empty marshmallow jar.   

Sandy said,  

“I will capture one,”  

and then  

she walked closer  

to the trees.   

Soon  

a small light was glowing  



 

in her big glass jar.   

Sandy went home very happy  

that night.   

 

The next day,  

Sandy’s firefly was sleeping  

in the jar  

on a table.   

She looked at the jar  

and then  

went to the park  

with her friends.   

She didn’t once think  

about her new pet  

all day. 

When Sandy came home  

the sun had already set.   

She imagined  

her firefly would be glowing  



 

in the dark,  

but when she looked  

in the jar  

it was still and dark.   

The firefly was crawling  

very slowly  

along the glass.   

There was no light  

in its body.   

It looked lonely and unhappy  

in a jar  

and this made Sandy feel sad.   

 

Soon  

Sandy was saying ‘goodbye’  

to the firefly.   

She opened the jar  

and placed it  

near the trees.   



 

That night  

there weren’t any glowing lights  

in the branches.   

Sally hoped  

the firefly would find its friends.   

Sandy felt happy  

when the firefly was finally  

able to crawl  

out of the jar  

and then fly away.   

She closed the jar  

and went home.   

The last thing Sandy saw  

before she fell asleep  

was very beautiful.   

Outside her bedroom window  

there were a thousand glowing lights  

brightly winking at her.  

 



 

9. A New Fashion for Sheila 

 

Sheila was unhappy.   

She felt  

her life was becoming boring  

and she wanted to change  

the way she felt.   

Every day after work  

Sheila would go home  

to her lonely apartment  

and watch TV.   

On the weekends  

Sheila would stay home.  

 

“How can I make  

my life more interesting?”  

Sheila would ask herself  

every night.   

 



 

Then one bright Saturday morning  

Sheila turned off the TV  

and jumped up off the sofa.   

“I will buy  

all new clothes and shoes,  

and then  

I will get  

a new hair style."  

 

For the rest of the day  

Sheila shopped and shopped  

until her arms were full  

with department store bags.   

Then  

she went to the hairdressers.   

At the end of the day  

Sheila was very tired,  

but also very happy  

with her new fashions  



 

and all the fun  

she had had  

that day.  

 

The next morning  

Sheila tried on  

all of her new clothes.   

But,  

by mid-afternoon  

Sheila was sitting on a chair  

in her living room  

and watching TV  

again.   

“What’s wrong with me?”  

She asked herself.   

“I had such a fun day  

yesterday,  

but all my new fashions  

and this hairstyle  



 

haven’t changed me at all!”   

It didn’t take long  

for Sheila  

to realise that  

the reason she had so much fun  

on Saturday  

was because  

she was out of the house  

and doing something.   

She was not at home,  

lonely and bored.   

Sheila made a resolution  

that afternoon.   

She decided  

to join some clubs  

and find some hobbies.   

A few weeks later  

Sheila’s life had become  

full and exciting.   



 

10. A Basket of Fruit 

 

It was summer again.   

It was hot and humid everywhere,  

with the different sounds  

of insects buzzing  

in the trees.   

Collin sat on the  

porch at his home  

listening to these  

summer sounds.   

It was night-time,  

but the mosquitoes  

were not around and  

Collin felt relaxed.   

He looked at the moon  

and thought about July.   

 

 



 

 

July was an interesting month  

for Collin and his house.   

Every year on July 23rd,  

Collin would find something  

next to his front door.   

He would wake up  

in the morning,  

make breakfast,  

and then go outside  

to get the newspaper.   

And every year  

a basket of fresh fruit  

would be waiting for him  

when he went outside.  

 

Apples and pears always shined 

in the basket.   

Between them, plump plums  



 

and peaches rested.   

Dark cherries and big blueberries  

were scattered over the other fruits.   

A bunch of purple grapes  

always lay on top.   

Every year Collin thought  

the basket and the fruits  

looked very beautiful.   

He also thought the fruits  

inside the basket were  

the best tasting fruits  

in the world.  

 

“But who brings a fruit basket  

to me every year on July 23rd?”  

Collin asked himself.   

“And why?”   

 

 



 

While Collin sat on the porch  

and looked at the moon  

he made a plan.   

Collin knew that it  

was July 22nd and that  

the next day there would  

be fruit waiting for him.   

Collin really wanted to know  

who was bringing him the fruit.  

He decided to wait  

on the porch all the next day  

for the mystery person to come.  

 

The next day Collin woke up  

very early and went outside.   

The basket was not there yet.   

Collin sat down with  

the newspaper and began waiting.  

 



 

The day became very long.   

He often looked up and down  

the street for someone carrying  

a fruit basket, but didn’t  

see anybody.   

Soon it was night-time again  

and still there was  

no fruit basket for Collin.  

Collin was very confused when  

he went to bed that night.   

Every year the basket  

would arrive, but that year  

there was nothing.   

 

 

Collin never again waited  

on his porch for  

the fruit to come.   

He would go to work  



 

or read a book inside and  

try not to think about  

the mysterious fruit basket.   

“Sometimes a secret  

should stay a secret,”  

Collin thought.   

A fruit basket was placed  

on Collins porch  

the next year and  

also every year after. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


